From these data it la readily observad that quantities of BC13 on the order of 10 -100 torr can be promoted to the V3 mode using C02 laaer powers readily obtainable with today1s technology.
The relaxation of the V3 mode by vibration-vibration (V-V) transfer is known to be rapid and the equilibrationof excitation energy betwaen llBC1 3 (V3) and 1oBC13 (V3) proceeds with a rate of4
To avoid scrambling of tha selacted isotopic stata 1%C13 must be dismcieted the vibrationally excited on a time scale short compara to this V-V transfer rate. This rapid dissociationrate requires in turn a large uv photon flux as discussed in the following section. This pressure is approximately4.0 torr.
III. ULTRAVIOLET RSQUIREMEWTS
Spectrum B was run at a pressure of 2.1 torr.
The peak at 207.6 nmwas recorded at 0.05 nmfs.
At 210 nm the dispersion of the Cary is 0.29 nm when using a slit of 0.22 nm. NO evidence of structure is obsened in the 207.6-nm peak at either pressure. Since matched sample cells were notavaik able it is necessary to subtract the background spectrum C of sample cell with vacuum from the rasulta A and B. To obtain greater precision in tha measurement of the extinction coefficientof BC13
in the ultraviolet, a slidewire was used which ax- -_l_+--
BC13 (V3)
Morse potential curve for the v mode of 2 BC13 plus estimated excited sta e from uv absorption. Indicatedwavelengths are for tranaitiona from the probabilitymaxims regions of the ground and first excited states. Unreacted BC13 and C2H4 were also Present.
From the results of these experiments it wae clear that absorption of uv light by BC13 could be used to initiate photochemicalreactions and it appeared feasible to separate boron iaotopee by the process described in the introductionif the appropriate scavenger could be selected. The scavenger must be nonreactive with BC13 at moderate pressures, exhibit no uv or ir absorption at the wavelengths of interest, and produce a simple chemistry with little or no scrambling of isotopic information. A summary of the scavenger which have been studied to date ie given in Table I .
All of the present experimental attempts to achieve isotopic enrichment have used 02 aa a scaven8er and will be described in the following sections. This does not imply that 02 is the best scavenger but of the present list it was the most convenient experimentally.
v.
EXPERIMBWML APPARATUS
It was noted in Section II that the uv re@re-ments demand light of laser intensities at frequencies at which lasers are not currently available.
As an alternativewe have ueed BC13 to filter a Xe flash lamp in the configurationdisplayed in Table II . Some of the new absorption features can be aeeigned to modes of (BOC1)3 (g) using the spectrum of (BOC1)3 (s) given in Ref. .077
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TX1O-4 .012(4)
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. Table III This model will be discussed below. to find s reagent which will meet all these requirements.
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